Posters about Surveys at IDW’2018

Elsevier CWTS Survey
Springer Nature Survey
Association of African Universities
Surveys in Austria, Japan
How to analyze and compare these surveys?

- Need a way to quickly publish surveys
- Analyze and compare surveys online
- Intuitive visual, statistical, cartographic analysis
- Gateway to statistical models and data science tools
- Visually engaging and attractive: easy to explore general patterns and zoom in to outliers
- Easily share surveys and analysis results in a reproducible manner
- Assemble collections of surveys
SuA\(\checkmark\)E

http://suave.sdsc.edu

Survey
Analysis via
Visual
Exploration

a new online system for visual analysis of surveys and image collections

Ilya Zaslavsky
San Diego Supercomputer Center
UCSD
Open data-related surveys in SuAVE

http://suave.sdsc.edu/suave-for-questionnaire-surveys-in-it-and-other-fields/

Selected surveys available online:

- Reproducibility in Science survey by Nature
- Belmont Forum Open Data survey
- PresQT survey of preservation and re-use tools
- EarthCube member survey
- Science Gateways Institute Survey, 2015
- International survey of challenges of data sharing, from Springer-Nature
- A version of the above survey, for Japan
- 2018 Open Data Monitor survey (in SuAVE v. 1)
- Same survey (in SuAVE v. 2)